Some Paradoxes in State Finance. No author's name appears on it, because it is the work of several men, and is a composite of the best information available from a number of experts in the special field under discussion. This is the first of a series of articles designed to present the background of Oklahoma's present financial difficulties, and some of the inconsistencies in the present set-up. Later in the series, various suggestions that have been advanced for improving the situation will be presented in order that alumni may be better informed.

An editor often wonders what features of his magazine are best liked by his readers. Of course, the fact is that different readers like different things and that is why a magazine tries to present a variety of material. But generally speaking, Sooner Magazine readers seem to like the Roll Call section and the Sports Review best of all. The magazine is very happy to have Harold Keith, '29, '39 ma, to conduct this department. Keith has been sports publicity director at the University ever since his graduation, and is thoroughly steeped in Sooner sports lore. And he knows how to write it!

On a recent automobile trip (might have been up Missouri way), we kept fiddling with the auto radio trying to find interesting programs. On that one trip we happened onto three programs involving Sooner alumni. One was a broadcast about the federal government's anti-trust prosecutions and the name of A. Holmes Baldridge was mentioned as one of the principal prosecutors. From Hollywood came a musical program by Pinky Tomlin and his orchestra. And over a national network came a musical program from Oklahoma City by a group that consisting of music from Oklahoma City.

Most important article in this issue is the one on "Some paradoxes in State Finance." No author's name appears on it, because it is the work of several men, and is a composite of the best information available from a number of experts in the special field under discussion. This is the first of a series of articles designed to present the background of Oklahoma's present financial difficulties, and some of the inconsistencies in the present set-up. Later in the series, various suggestions that have been advanced for improving the situation will be presented in order that alumni may be better informed.

An editor often wonders what features of his magazine are best liked by his readers. Of course, the fact is that different readers like different things and that is why a magazine tries to present a variety of material. But generally speaking, Sooner Magazine readers seem to like the Roll Call section and the Sports Review best of all. The magazine is very happy to have Harold Keith, '29, '39 ma, to conduct this department. Keith has been sports publicity director at the University ever since his graduation, and is thoroughly steeped in Sooner sports lore. And he knows how to write it!

On a recent automobile trip (might have been up Missouri way), we kept fiddling with the auto radio trying to find interesting programs. On that one trip we happened onto three programs involving Sooner alumni. One was a broadcast about the federal government's anti-trust prosecutions and the name of A. Holmes Baldridge was mentioned as one of the principal prosecutors. From Hollywood came a musical program by Pinky Tomlin and his orchestra. And over a national network came a musical program from Oklahoma City by a group that contained several O.U. graduates.
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